Chat during SIDE MEETING DYNAMICS

Ole Vignes3:02 PM
LGWADV=T is default in harmonie-43h2.1.1
Ole Vignes3:05 PM
but LRDBBC=F
Xiaohua Yang3:16 PM
yes Ole, but I believe this change was introduced by Colm. The older set up was the otherway round.
Ole Vignes3:16 PM
True, it was changed recently.
Colm Clancy3:16 PM
I didn't realise that. Someone must have been listening to me!
Ole Vignes3:18 PM
Eoin is the committer
Filip Vana3:30 PM
Sorry, I have to go. Have some other meeting. Thanks for letting me spying during your discussion. Bye
ludovic auger3:33 PM
ok, thank you Filip
Andre Simon3:39 PM
May I ask that after how long time of integration appeared the instability in 375m resolution? Was it immediately at the beginning of the integration? Was it a crash-type - did the integration stop? Thanks.
Eric BAZILE4:18 PM
thanks for comments and suggestions for the AROME-USA conf, i think it is important to have a kind of robust NH "configuration" at 2.5 and 1.3km before going to 500m and study 3d turbulence over the Alps